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CLUB PASS RULES / POLICY – OVERVIEW 
The rule changes listed below were adopted and/or recently amended at the STYSA GBMs. The WDDOA Directors Council has 
adopted the following policy to be followed during WDDOA League Play: Players rostered to teams participating in a Prime flight 
MAY NOT club pass to teams participating in a Challenger or Alpha flight as these are considered different levels of play. Should 

there be any “combined flights” for the 2017 / 2018 seasonal year, the Directors Council will review the policy. 
 

CLUB PASS PLAYER – STYSA ADMINISTRATIVE HANDBOOK: RULES & PROCEDURES SECTION 

 
3.8. CLUB PLAYER PASS SYSTEM (Changed 7.19.15)  

3.8.1. Purpose. The Club Player Pass System of play for Recreational Plus, Division II, Super 2, and Division I levels of 
play is designed to maximize the development of the player by allowing players to guest play on a team from the 
same Club at the same age level, or an older age level team from the same Club, on a temporary basis.  

 
3.8.2. Adoption. The Club Player Pass System will apply only if allowed by the organization or organizations governing a 

particular competition, such as a local league.  
  
3.8.3. Minimum requirements.  Although the governing organization may impose more restrictive requirements, a Club 

Player Pass System must, at a minimum, meet the following requirements: 
 

a. Guest player must play in the same or older age level as the primary team to which he or she is rostered. 
b. Guest player must play in the same or a higher level competition as defined in the STYSA Levels of Play, as his 

or her primary team. Guest player may play down one level of competition but in the same age group or in their 
true age group in the case of play up, if the player is rehabilitating from a serious injury or illness. (Changed 
2.24.2013). A serious injury or illness is defined as an injury or illness that required verifiable medical treatment 
and required the player to have not participated in games for a period of sixty (60) days or longer.  

c. Guest player may play for only one team in a day. (Changed 2.24.2013) 
d. Players who are under suspension with their currently rostered team or otherwise suspended may not 

be used under the Club Pass System. (Added 7.21.13)  
e. Individual Penalty Points will accumulate jointly for all games played (separate accumulations by team or 

competition will not be allowed). Penalty Point suspensions for the player must be served with the player’s 
Primary team and the player is ineligible for guest playing until the suspension has been served. The player, 
coach (of both the Primary and guest team), and the coaching director of each club are responsible for 
monitoring and complying with STYSA’s Progressive Disciplinary System. (Changed 2.26.12) 

f. All persons failing to properly monitor and comply with the Club Pass System rules are subject to penalty based 
on the STYSA Progressive Discipline System. (Added 2.26.12) 

g. A team may have a pool of players available as guest players not to exceed the season of play (fall or spring) 
limit and per game limit as set forth below. A guest player appearing in a team’s player pool may not be 
removed during the season of play (fall or spring).  A player in the team’s pool may guest play for the team 
multiple times during the season of play (fall or spring). A player may be in multiple team pools during a season 
of play (fall or spring). 
 

1. U13 –U19 teams – four (4) guest players per game with a maximum limit of eight (8) players in the 
guest player pool per season of play (fall or spring). 

2. U11 – U12 teams – three (3) guest players per game with a maximum limit of eight (8) players in the 
guest player pool per season of play (fall or spring). (Changed 2.24.13) 

3. The limitations under Section 3.4.2.1 on the number of Under-10 or younger players shall be applied to 
an Under-11 or older team’s game roster (on a game-by-game basis) by including any Under-10 or 
younger guest players in the total. (Added 7.21.13) 

 
h. Under no circumstances may a guest player be used that is not properly registered with STYSA.  

 
3.8.4. Club. For the purposes of this rule a Club having a similar name with other clubs (i.e. Dallas Texans, Lonestar, Rush, 

Challenge, etc.) will be considered to be the same club if the club shares a common Board of Directors and is within 
the same metropolitan area. If the clubs are outside of the metropolitan area, then a fifty (50) mile radius will be 
used, combined with a common Board of Directors.  

 

CLUB PASS SYSTEM VIOLATIONS – STYSA ADMINISTRATIVE HANDBOOK: DISCIPLINE/PROTEST SECTION 

 
4.9.11. Club Pass System Violations. The player, coach (of both the Primary and guest team), and the coaching director of 

each club are responsible for monitoring and complying with the Club Pass System rules. All adults found to have failed to 
properly monitor and comply with the Club Pass System rules are subject to penalty. Based on the circumstances of the 
violation, all adults responsible for monitoring and complying with the rules will receive a minimum of a four (4) game 
suspension and / or be barred from using the Club Pass System for a period of time set by the STYSA Appeals 
Committee. (Added 2.26.12) 
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These rule excerpts were copied from the STYSA Administrative Handbook. The full version can be found online at: www.stxsoccer.org 
 

STYSA PROGRESSIVE DISCIPLINE SYSTEM  – OVERVIEW 
 

 

PROGRESSIVE DISCIPLINE SYSTEM – STYSA ADMINISTRATIVE HANDBOOK: DISCIPLINE/PROTEST SECTION 

 
4.9.3. Misconduct by Fan / Supporter. The parents, fans or supporters of any STYSA team by attending a STYSA sponsored 

event subject themselves to the jurisdiction of the member association and its affiliates, the STYSA Appeals Committee, 
Executive Committee and the STYSA Governing Board. Therefore, misconduct by a spectator, parent, fan or supporter 
can be investigated and disciplinary action can be taken by any of the various levels which have jurisdiction over the team 
involved. Spectators, parents, fans, or supporters of any STYSA team who are sent away from the field of play by a 
referee or a competition official shall receive an immediate two (2) week suspension or until a hearing is held, 
whichever comes first, and may not be present at any STYSA or USYSA sanctioned activity, including but not 
limited to games, practices, practice games, tournaments, or friendly games, during such period.  

 
If disciplinary sanctions in addition to the above automatic suspension are not imposed at the local level, the 
STYSA Appeals Committee may investigate the matter and hold a hearing to determine what disciplinary actions, if any, 
should be provided, and pursuant to such hearing, may impose such additional disciplinary sanctions as it 
determines to be appropriate. Such discipline can include, but is not limited to, prohibiting the spectator, parent, fan or 
supporter from attending any STYSA sponsored event, including games, practices and tournaments, for a period of time or 
indefinitely. The failure to comply with the discipline imposed, either automatically or at any level of authority, shall be 
sufficient cause for the STYSA Appeals Committee to discipline the player related to the spectator, parent, fan or 
supporter; the team which the spectator, parent, fan or supporter supports; and/or the coach of such team. (Changed 
2.22.2015) 

 
4.9.6. Additional Suspensions. Reports of assault which do not involve referee assault and reports of ejections for the acts of 

misconduct listed below (based upon the referee’s statements on the Game Report and supplemental USSF Referee 
Reports or statements from competition officials) shall result in an immediate two (2) week suspension or until a hearing is 
held, whichever comes first, of all identified participants (players, coaches, trainers, spectators), and they may not be 
present at any STYSA or USYSA sanctioned activity, including but not limited to games, practices, practice games, 
tournament play, or friendly games during such period. A minimum of one game shall be added to the suspensions 
provided for in 4.9.5.  

 
1. Violent Conduct, including but not limited to the aggression of a player towards an opponent with clearly no intent to 

play the ball, or fighting with, hitting or punching a player, coach, trainer, spectator, referee or administrator.  
2. Offensive, insulting or abusive language and/or gestures directed toward a player, coach, trainer, spectator, referee 

or administrator. 
3. Spitting on or at a player, coach, trainer, spectator, referee, or administrator. (Changed 2.22.2015) 
 

Please Note: If a coach is ejected for any other reason than above, then STYSA Rule 4.9.5 section a.(1)(c) applies: 
 
4.9.5.a.(1)(c) Ejected Coach, Assistant Coach or Trainer – If a coach, assistant coach or trainer is ejected or asked to leave a 

game by the referee, then suspension: 
(1) for the remainder of that day; and 
(2) for the next regularly scheduled match day; and 
(3) for the next game actually played by the team which played the game from which he / she was ejected. 
Suspension will not be served in forfeited, friendly or invitational tournament matches. 

 

DEFINITIONS – STYSA ADMINISTRATIVE HANDBOOK: DISCIPLINE/PROTEST SECTION 

 
4.2.2. Assault is an intentional act of physical violence. Assault includes, but is not limited to, the following acts: hitting, kicking, 

punching, slapping, choking, spitting at or on; grabbing or bodily running into; the act of kicking or throwing any object at 
another that could inflict injury; damaging a uniform or personal property; i.e., car, equipment (cards, whistle, notebook, 
etc.) or knocking equipment or other objects out of the hand. 

 
4.2.6. Competition Official. An individual (paid or volunteer) appointed by an appropriate administrative authority to act in an 

official capacity as a field marshal, assignor, or scheduler, or in another administrative support role. (Added 2.22.2015) 
 
4.2.16. Suspension is defined as follows:  
 

a. A coach, assistant coach or trainer may not attend or observe one or more matches and may not participate in warm-up 
or half-time activities of the match or matches.  

b. A player may not play in one or more matches with the team they are currently rostered to or with another team 
using the Club Player Pass system.  The player may attend the next match or matches played, but not in uniform. 
(Added 7.21.13)  
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